
    NOUN SUFFIXES 
 

Complete the sentences. Use the noun form of the words in 

brackets. 

 

1.- Her ____________ had kept her in bed for a week. (ILL) 
2.- My cousin suffered a serious neck __________ in the accident  

    (INJURE) 
3.- Antibiotics will clear up the ____________ (INFECT). 

4.- It is your ____________ to make sure that your homework is  
     done on time. (RESPONSIBLE) 

5.- They bought an old house with no _____________ or running  

     water. (ELECTRIC) 
6.- These problems demonstrate the _____________ of planning.  

     (IMPORTANT) 
7.- They suffer from isolation, poverty and ____________. (LONELY) 

8.- Nearly three million people suffer from ____________ every year.  
     (DEPRESS) 

9.- The new ____________ has proved to be very effective. (TREAT) 
10.- We could see the ___________ in their faces. (SAD) 

11.- My niece gets a lot of ___________ from music. (ENJOY) 
12.- The ____________ between smoking and heart disease is well  

       known. (CONNECT) 
13.- My neighbour had to have a full body __________ after her car  

       accident (EXAMINE) 
14.-What’s the correct _____________ of this word? (PRONOUNCE) 

15.- We have an _________ to a party tomorrow evening.  (INVITE) 

16.- That ____________ is by Van Gogh. (PAINT) 
17.- ____________ is my uncle’s favourite hobby. (PHOTOGRAPH) 

18.- The coach made a late _____________. (DEPART) 
19.- There isn’t much _________ for young people in this town. 

      (ENTERTAIN) 
20.- Did they give any ___________ for their behaviour? (EXPLAIN) 

21.- The students had a ____________ in English today. (DICTATE) 
22.- My daughter entered the painting __________ and won the first  

       prize. (COMPETE) 
23.- My cousin has a large ______________ of coins.(COLLECT) 

24.- The price of the holiday includes flight and ________________. 
       (ACCOMMODATE) 

25.- The _____________ to Stansted took two hours. (FLY) 
26.- He had an _________ with his parents and now he’s grounded.  

      (ARGUE) 

27.- The weather shows signs of ____________. (IMPROVE) 
28.- We think that we made the wrong ___________. (DECIDE) 

29.- You need a lot of _________ to write a good story (IMAGINE) 
30.- We saw an interesting _____________ in the local paper this  

       morning. (ADVERTISE) 



ANSWER KEY 

 
1.- illness 

2.- injury 

3.- infection 
4.- responsibility 

5.- electricity 
6.- importance 

7.- loneliness 
8.- depression  

9.- treatment 
10.- sadness 

11.- enjoyment 
12.- connection 

13.- examination 
14.- pronunciation 

15.- invitation 
16.- painting 

17.- photography 

18.- departure 
19.- entertainment 

20.- explanation 
21.- dictation 

22.- competition 
23.- collection 

24.- accommodation 
25.- flight 

26.- argument 
27.- improvement 

28.- decision 
29.- imagination 

30.- advertisement 
 


